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News Flash: The following information amplifies the need for
impartial professional level education about cryptocurrency
markets and investment opportunities.
We have not taken responsibility to warn the public about the
massive media, celebrity, and online course providers
cryptocurrency scams. But we do want to share this recent story
in hopes of waking up a few.
We’ll be as brief as possible. This is not a fight we can win!
Just trying to help, and empower, as many as possible.
Major media outlets, including social media and YouTube, large
online course factories like Coursera and Udemy. and influential
celebrities like Elon Musk, Jay Z, Snoop Dogg, Kim Kardashian,
Floyd May Weather. DJ Khalid, and many more are making lots of
money, NOT by investing in cryptocurrency, but by scamming
millions of people with disinformation, and miseducation,
exclaiming a fast road to wealth in the cryptocurrency markets.
Here are recent examples from news and the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC).
Kim Kardashian to pay $1.3M fine to settle SEC charges over
crypto promo -SEC Fines Floyd Mayweather, DJ Khaled for ICO Promotions --

Two Celebrities Charged with Unlawfully Touting Coin Offerings –
Reports show scammers cashing in on crypto craze (Federal
Trade Commission) -NOTE the net worth if these celebrities involved in crypto
scams in 2022: Floyd Mayweather - $460 million; Kim
Kardashian - 1.8 billion; Jay Z - 1.3 billion; Snoop Dogg - $150
million; Elon Musk - $247 billion; DJ Khalid - $510 million.
So, intelligent people, ask yourselves, if an average person, with
limited finances can get QUICKLY attain wealth by investing in
cryptocurrency, why are these WEALTHY people committing
FRAUD to attain wealth. If all of these YouTube videos, Coursera
and Udemy courses, news articles, etc. are truthful about YOU
getting rich in the crypto markets, would it not make sense for
these RICH people to invest in crypto and NOT participate in
fraudulent scams? With all of their wealth they could quickly, and
easily, become crypto TRILLIONAIRES, right?
This is why Zengage Learning developed Cryptocurrency Wealth
Building Series. Again, there is massive disinformation and
miseducation being pushed onto the masses now. ALL of the
people who lack proper education, preparation, and experience
will lose their money and send it to the pockets of people who are
already wealthy.
Although, a few ordinary people will win big in crypto at times.
Unfortunately, it is called the Lottery Effect (This refers to
people's willingness to accept extremely poor odds in return for
the remote possibility of hitting the jackpot.) Some will just
happen to get lucky by investing in the right coin at the right
time. If you choose to forgo essential knowledge and
understanding while investing in crypto, it is advisable to just
play the lottery; your odds are a lot higher!

You don’t have to trust luck, or lies, on hopes of benefitting from
this amazing once-in-a-lifetime cryptocurrency opportunity. There
is Low-Cost Real Education and Preparation available.
Read more crypto scams by rich people for yourself - Charged
SEC Unlawful Crypto Coin Offerings Promotions –
YouTube Crypto SCAMs –
Coursera Responds to only 64% of their complaints (BBB F
Rating) –
BBB Gives Udemy an F Rating -The above are just the few examples that are known or who have
been caught.
The Zengage Learning Cryptocurrency Wealth Building Series
program is the only online education service that provides
essential professional level content at reasonable cost with many
opportunities to pursue careers or real wealth in the crypto
industry.
We offer personalized support (no bots, real people). Give us a
try. We’re sincerely here for you!
We are adding learning resources and partner opportunities for
our program participants to generate revenue without risks!
Learn More Here
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